NAAMES Afternoon WX Discussion

Friday, Nov. 20, 2015
**Friday 11/27 RTB**
Waves: ENE 5-9 ft
Winds: E 5-15 kts
Temp: mid 50s
Overcast low, clear mid, on the edge of overcast high
No precip expected

**Monday 11/23 @ NS6**
Waves: S 7-12 ft
Winds: NNE 10-20 kts
Temp: mid 50s
Overcast low, clear mid and high
No precip expected

**Tuesday 11/24 @ NS7**
Waves: SE 5-9 ft
Winds: SE 15-25 kts
Temp: mid 60s
Broken-scattered low, broken-overcast mid and high
Scattered showers

**Wednesday 11/25 @ NS7**
Waves: SE 5-9 ft
Winds: S 20-30 kts
Temp: mid 60s
Scattered-clear low and mid, scattered-broken high
No precip expected

**Thursday 11/26 RTB**
Waves: NW 7-12 ft
Winds: N 20-30 kts
Temp: lower 50s
Overcast low, clear mid, broken high
Possible showers clearing early

**Saturday 11/21 @ NS5**
Waves: S 12-15 ft
Winds: SSE 20-30 kts
Temp: lower 60s
Broken-overcast low, clear mid, overcast high
No precip expected

**Sunday 11/22 @ NS6**
Waves: S 9-15 kts
Winds: N 15-25 kts
Temp: near 60
Broken-overcast low, broken becoming clear mid and high
Rain early, clearing after noon
Terra/Aqua Chlorophyll (Nov. 16-18)